
Putting AI to Work: 
Practical Applications of AI in 

Landscape Architecture
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What is Artificial 
Intelligence?



Questions of 
human and 
non-human 
intelligence 
have been 
pondered for 
millennia.

Japanese Karakuri Mesopotamian Automaton

The Mechanical TurkGolem



The Dartmouth Workshop

Images form Margaret Minsky

Alan Turing:
“Can Machines 

Think?”

Ada Lovelace,
Analytical Engine



“The theory and development of computer 
systems able to perform tasks that normally 

require human intelligence.”



Is this AI?
ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 

(AGI



Artificial Narrow Intelligence 
(ANI)



A1 + A2 + Ax… = AI

Ax ≠ AI



Machine 
Learning

Knowledge-ba
sed Systems

Natural 
Language 
Processing

Optimization

RoboticsComputer 
Vision

AI

 Image produced using Midjourney AI





Delve Urban Design Tool by Sidewalk Labs

Robotic Dry Stacking by Gramazio Kohler Research



Growth in AI-LA Work through Time

Fernberg, P., & Chamberlain, B. (2023). Artificial Intelligence in Landscape Architecture: A Literature 
Review. Landscape Journal: design, planning, and management of the land 42(1), 13-35.
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Breaking Down Machine Learning 



Artificial Intelligence (AI) - theory and 
development of computer systems able to 
perform tasks that normally require human 
intelligence

Machine Learning (ML) -  form AI that helps 
computers learn without explicit programming. 
Largely statistical (regression, clustering, etc.)

Deep Learning (DL) - subset of ML that uses 
artificial neural networks (roughly representing 
neurons in the brain), allowing them to process 
more complex patterns than traditional ML

Deep Learning
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Generative AI

Applications

Text
Generators

Image
Generators



 



How do LLMs work?

Diagram from Guodong (Troy) 
Zhao



ASLA 2023 Digital Tech PPN Workshop

LLMs & ChatGPT

QING LANA LUO, PLA, MLA, ASLA 
Associate Professor, 

Oklahoma State University

LAUREN SCHMIDT, PLA, ASLA 
Design Technology Specialist, 

Parallax Team; 
Founder and Author, 

landarchBIM



Content 

1. What is LLM and how do they work?

2. What is ChatGPT?

3. What can it do for LAs? 

4. Limitations & best practices

5. Cheat sheet for designers



Generative AI 
& ChatGPT



Generative AI

Generative AI refers to a class of 
artificial intelligence systems that have 
the ability to generate new content, 
including

- Texts
- Images
- Audio and music
- Even entire virtual environments

These systems use machine learning 
techniques, particularly deep learning, 
to generate data that is similar to the 
data they were trained on.



Large Language Model (LLM)

A LLM is a type of language model 
that is able to achieve 
general-purpose language 
understanding and generation. 

Examples of LLMs:

- GPT, OpenAI
- PaLM, Google
- LLaMa, Meta
- BLOOM



How do LLMs and AI work?
1. Begin with large body of data

Database
(text, images)



How do LLMs and AI work?
1. Begin with large body of data
2. Feed data through algorithm to 

create/train a model

Machine 
learning

Model

Database
(text, images)



How do LLMs and AI work?
1. Begin with large body of data
2. Feed data through algorithm to 

create/train a model

3. Send prompts to model, which 
will then predict what comes next

Machine 
learning

ModelInput 
(prompt)

Database
(text, images)

Predict Output
(text, image)



ChatGPT
ChatGPT (Chat Generative 
Pre-trained Transformer) is a large 
language model-based (text-based) 
chatbot. 

- by OpenAI

- Model: GPT-3.5 or 4 (paid)

- Since 2018



Google Bard (Experiment)
Google’s AI chatbot that can 
generate text, translate languages, 
write different kinds of creative 
content & more. 

- by Google

- Model: PaLM 2

- Since March 2023



What can LLM 
chatbots do for 

Landscape 
Architects



Ways to use ChatGPT/Google Bard

● Simple Questions
○ Design
○ Cost Estimates
○ Plant Lists
○ Translations
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○ Develop Framework



Ways to use ChatGPT/Google Bard

● Simple Questions
○ Design
○ Cost Estimates
○ Plant Lists
○ Translations

● Complex Tasks
○ Code Summaries
○ Develop Framework

● Copywriter
○ Summaries
○ Analysis
○ Editing
○ Critique



Brainstorming Ideas



Look Up Design 
Dimensions



Cost Estimates



Get a Plant List for 
a Specific Region



Translations



Input:

look up city of Seattle code for a 
site located at the intersection of 
9th Ave and Pine Street

Code Research

Note: this requires Google Bard, as free version of Chat-GPT doesn’t have internet access



Complex Process
Input:

Develop a framework for starting 
and running a volunteer group that 
meets monthly to remove invasive 
species in local parks



Part of Larger Process
Input:

create a short description of Gaultheria 
shallon for an image generator



Input:

Using this description, come up with 5 
catchy titles for a conference session: 
This session will show examples of how 
landscape architects can use generative 
AI for practical use within landscape 
architectural practice. The session will 
focus on ChatGPT and Stable Diffusion

Marketing Assistant



Input:

Condense this summary of Fredrick Law 
Olmstead into 50 words:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Law_Olmsted

Summarizer



Rewrite Texts w/
Plain Language

Note: Original texts are the definition of Climate Change from UN  
https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/what-is-climate-change

https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/what-is-climate-change


ChatGPT 
Limitations



- Being a very helpful chatbot, it is 
incapable of doing some basic 
math calculations

- Made-up citations

- Dated/incorrect information 
(prior to Sep 2021)

Potential to be entirely made-up, 
inaccurate, or dated

The correct answer should be 
$1,289.98



It doesn’t provide 
in-depth 
information
 



It cannot access the 
internet. 



- Overly wordy answers

- Takes questions at face value 

- Not have emotional 
intelligence

- Answers questions very 
robotically

- Potential biased answers

Other Limitations
 



Best Practices 
- Remind yourself it can be 

wrong

- Double check its accuracy and 
reliability against reputable 
sources

- Use common sense

- Crafting clear and effective 
prompts



ChatGPT 
Cheat Sheet

- Act as…
- Create a…
- Consider…

Credit: from Paul Keskeys, editor in chief at Architizer 



Image 
Generators
Phil Fernberg 
Utah State University
OJB

Benjamin George
Utah State University

Tony Kostreski 
Vectorworks



Platforms and access
Prompt recipes
Section view demo
Plan view demo
Stylization
Constraints



Cloud-based web interface, credit-based, literal

Prompts: clear, simple, and segmented for maximum efficacy

Cloud-based Discord interface, subscription-based, 
superior artistry

Prompts: detailed, plain language

Local-based GUI, open-source, multitude of models, 
integration with other software

Prompts: plain language use weighting and negative prompts

Cloud-based, integrated into Photoshop, uses Adobe-owned 
Photos for training

Prompts: plain language with weighting and negative prompts



Dall-E 2/3

Reliable
Fewest prompts
Effective variation

Midjourney

Least reliable
Many prompts
Effective variation
Often abandoned
Excellent stylization

Stable Diffusion

Reliable
Fewer prompts
Effective variation
Effective stylization
Excellent image 
prompting
(ControlNet)



Get Started with Midjourney Recipes 

● Idea Generation

● Plant Combination Studies

● Seamless Patterns or Textures

● HDRI Backgrounds



HOW IT WORKS

1. Type ‘/imagine prompt’
2. Type a description of the image you want to see in the prompt field

3. Optional: Add parameters at the end



HOW IT WORKS

SIMPLE PROMPT

/imagine prompt       description of what to imagine 

Text Prompt

ADVANCED PROMPT

/imagine prompt       http://imageURL1.png http://imageURL2.png  description of what to imagine  --parameter 1 --parameter 2

Image Prompts Text Prompt Parameters



U1 U2 U3 U4 Image Selection and Upscale

🔄 Re-run the original prompt

V1 V2 V3 V4 Image Variation



IDEA GENERATION

Prompt Recipe: 
/imagine prompt “A mood board for a <STYLE> <PROJECT TYPE> with <LIST OBJECTS>”

Prompt Example:
“A mood board for a modern urban plaza with seating areas, water features, and planting”



Prompt Example 1: 
“A mood board for a modern urban plaza with seating areas, 
water features, and planting”

Prompt Example 2: 
“A mood board for a modern residential garden with lush 
planting, bluestone patio, furniture, pool, border planting”





PLANT COMBINATION STUDIES

Prompt Recipe: 
/imagine prompt “lush plant bed of <LIST PLANTS> on white background, realistic”

Prompt Example
“lush plant bed of reticulate iris, morning light maiden grass, tassel fern, st. louis gold tropical water 
lily, yellow wave new zealand flax on white background, realistic”



Prompt Example 1: 
“lush plant bed of reticulate iris, morning light maiden grass, 
tassel fern, st. louis gold tropical water lily, yellow wave new 
zealand flax on white background, realistic”

Prompt Example 2:
“lush plant bed of carex elata, hosta sieboldiana, and 
matteuccia struthiopteris on white background, realistic”



Prompt Example 3: 
“lush plant bed of tufted Hair Grass, Annabelle Hydrangea, 
Hidcote Lavender, Hidcote Blue English Lavender, Russian 
Sage on white background, realistic”

Prompt Example 4:
“lush plant bed of purple dome new england aster, Caradonna 
meadow sage, black-eyed susan, reticulate iris, limelight 
japanese stonecrop on white background, realistic”



Text Prompt Parameters

SEAMLESS PATTERNS OR TEXTURES

Parameters:
--tile “The --tile parameter generates images that can be used as repeating tiles to create 
seamless patterns for fabrics, wallpapers and textures.”

--ar “The --aspect or --ar parameter changes the aspect ratio of the generated image. An aspect 
ratio is the width-to-height ratio of an image. It is typically expressed as two numbers separated by 
a colon, such as 7:4 or 4:3.”

Prompt Recipe: 
/imagine prompt “<INSERT OBJECT TYPE>   --tile --ar <SET RATIO>”



SEAMLESS PATTERNS OR TEXTURES

Prompt Recipe: 
/imagine prompt “<INSERT OBJECT TYPE> --tile”

Prompt Example
“linear thin pieces of gray stone, different widths --tile



Prompt Example 1: 
/imagine “linear thin pieces of gray stone, different widths --tile

Prompt Example 1:
Upscale image 1





Prompt Example 2: 
/imagine “rough cut limestone --tile --ar 2:1”



Prompt Example 2: 
Upscale 1



Prompt Example 4: 
/imagine “white pebbles and gravel --tile --ar 2:1”



Prompt Example 4: 
Upscale 4



Prompt Example 4: 
Upscale 4



Vary Region









Prompt Example 4: 
/imagine “white and green plant mix, view from above, realistic --tile --ar 3:1”



Prompt Example 4: 
Upscale 3





Prompt Example 5: 
/imagine “pothos vine, photoreal, white background --tile --ar 3:1”



Prompt Example 5: 
Upscale 4



HDRI Backgrounds

Prompt Recipe: 
/imagine prompt “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of <INSERT TEXT> --ar 2:1 ”

Prompt Example
“Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of overcast sky, raining --ar 2:1 



Prompt Example 1: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of overcast sky, raining --ar 2:1 ”



Prompt Example 1: 
Upscale image 2



Prompt Example 2: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of nighttime sky filled with stars  --ar 2:1 ”



Prompt Example 2: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of nighttime sky filled with stars  --ar 2:1 ”



Prompt Example 3: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of washington dc sunset --ar 2:1 ”



Prompt Example 3: 
Upscale image 4



Prompt Example 4: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of aurora borealis --ar 2:1”



Prompt Example 4: 
Upscale image 3



Prompt Example 4: 
/imagine “Create a vivid 360 panoramic HDRI photograph of overcast sky, raining --ar 2:1 ”



SECTION 
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STYLIZATION







Limitations

● Lack of spatial awareness

● Data constraints, particularly with site specificity

● Variable accuracy/authenticity (hallucination)

● User and Model get lost in translation (linguistic/semantic constraints)

● Monotony

● Currently not many “few shot” capabilities  for landscape architecture (this could change quickly)



AI Tools by 
Design Task
Matt Perotto



Phil Fernberg - phillip.fernberg@usu.edu

Benjamin George - benjamin.george@usu.ed

Qing Lana Luo - qingluo66@gmail.com

Tony Kostreski - tkostreski@vectorworks.net

Matt Perotto - mperotto@hargreaves.com

Lauren Schmidt - laurenschmidt@parallaxteam.com


